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WHO: GAYS AGAINST GUNS 
WHEN: AUGUST 15, 2016 AT NOON 
WHERE: BLACKROCK HEADQUARTERS, 55 E. 52ND, NYC  
STRONG VISUALS, DIE-IN 
 

GAYS AGAINST GUNS CONVERGES MONDAY ON BLACKROCK HQ TO 
DEMAND #DROPYOURGUNSTOCKS 

 
LGBTQ activists and allies will mass outside office tower to nonviolently pressure 
investment giant to sell stocks in Smith & Wesson and Sturm, Ruger, makers of 

weapons used in massacres including Aurora 2012  
 

Twelve white-veiled ghosts will silently hold photos and names of the 12 dead in 
Aurora. 

 
Using powerful visuals and a massive group "die-in" on the ground, GaysAgainst 
Guns  (GAG), the anti-gun-lobby activist group founded in the wake of the June 
12 massacre at the Pulse LGBTQ nightclub in Orlando, will continue its nonviolent 
shaming campaign to pressure investment giant BlackRock to unload its shares in Smith 
& Wesson and Sturm, Ruger, whose products were used in mass shootings including the 
2012 movie theater massacre in Aurora, Colorado, that killed 12.  
 
"We mass-emailed them the demand Tuesday night and distributed flyers outside the 
building with the demand Thursdayafternoon, met by the NYPD and a phalanx of private 
security on earphones," said GAG member Ken Kidd. "All that for two unarmed queens 
with flyers. And still no declaration to divest, just excuses in the press that their hands are 
tied. No, they're not. They have the power to remove these stocks from their offerings. 
We'll be there Monday to demand that they show the decency and the guts." 
 
The August 15 noontime protest will include the iconic "HumanBeings," individuals 
veiled and dressed in white who stand silently holding an image of a person who was 
killed by gun violence. Conceived by performance artist Tigger-James Ferguson, the 
original 49 Human Beings, representing each Orlando victim, marched in New York 
City's June 26 Pride March and received national acclaim.  
 
BlackRock owns 1.8 million shares issued by Sturm, Ruger and Company, or 9.9 percent 
of the common stock, and 3.5 million shares issued by Smith & Wesson, or 6.4 percent of 
the common stock, in its US Aerospace and Defense exchange traded fund (ETF). With 
the fund currently valued at $840 million, the gun stocks represent under 3 percent of the 
total value of fund assets and a tiny fraction of the $4.8 trillion in assets under 
management at BlackRock. 
 



At mid-year in its 2015/2016 year, the fund had a negative return of -8.8 percent, but 
ended its fiscal year on March 31 down just -1.8 percent. In its annual report, BlackRock 
attributed the improved performance to the gun stocks, saying they “contributed 
meaningfully” to the fund’s performance and adding “Firearms manufacturers benefited 
from strong demand in the U.S.”  
 
The rise in share price in the Smith & Wesson and Ruger stocks was driven by a series of 
mass shootings in the second half of 2015 and the first quarter of 2016. 
 
"Here is a company whose CEO, Laurence Fink, prides himself on their socially 
conscious investment yet comes right out and tells clients that mass shootings worked to 
their financial advantage," said GAG member Cathy Marino-Thomas. "They're smart 
enough to acknowledge they profit from massacres but can't find a way to unload those 
stocks? That's amoral." 
 
Since 2011, BlackRock has repeatedly bought and sold Ruger shares held in the fund. In 
2011, BlackRock owned 1.6 million Ruger shares, or 8.31 percent of the common stock. 
Its Ruger holdings fell to a low of 1.4 million shares, or 7.4 percent of the common stock, 
in 2013. BlackRock owned just under two million shares and 10.5 percent of the common 
stock in 2015. BlackRock’s holdings in Smith & Wesson have been flat with limited 
sales and purchases from 2011 through 2016. 
 
Monday is part of a series of tactics to keep the investment company in a shameful 
spotlight until the gun stocks are dropped. Gays Against Guns urges everyone to tweet 
@BlackRock and @LaurenceFink #DropYourGunStocks and #GAGiswatching.  
 
"They think they're so LGBT-friendly," said GAG cofounder Kevin Hertzog. "Let them 
know you can't claim the LGBTQ community as your own while profiting from weapons 
that kill queer people and other Americans." 
 
BlackRock is the first in a series of companies with ties to the gun industry that Gays 
Against Guns will be publicly shaming in weeks and months ahead, especially those that 
court the LGBTQ community. "It's us or them," said GAG cofounder John Grauwiler. 
"End your relationship with the death business or the LGBTQ community ends its 
relationship with you." 
 
ABOUT GAYS AGAINST GUNS 
 
Look at videos of the protests GAG has carried out in fewer than two months! 
 
Formed immediately after the June 12 mass shooting at the Pulse LGBT nightclub in 
Orlando that killed 49 and injured 53, Gays Against Guns is an inclusive, direct-action 
group of LGBTQ people and their allies committed to nonviolently fighting the forces 
enabling gun violence in the U.S. on the local, state and national level. GAG fights for an 
American with dramatically fewer, less lethal guns in dramatically fewer hands.  
 



With chapters in NYC, D.C., L.A., New Jersey, Massachusetts and more forming, GAG 
works to ensure safety for all individuals, particularly vulnerable communities such as 
people of color, LGBTQ people, religious minorities and their significant overlap.  
 
GAG strongly believes that bigotry and hate plus easy access to lethal weapons are a 
deadly combination for such groups. GAG fights for sensible and meaningful gun reform, 
such as a reinstatement of a ban on assault weapons and high-capacity magazines and 
universal background checks on all gun sales. 
 
GAG is committed to sustaining public attention and anger on the dangerous and outsize 
influence of the gun lobby. GAG sees gun violence as a public-health issue and is 
determined to break the NRA's grip on the Centers for Disease Control so the agency can 
study gun-violence as the epidemic that it is. 
	


